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Before concluding, I would again recall to you the portion

of this great subject to which I have directed your attention

in these lectures. I have sought by a chain of inductive argu

ments to rove that phthisis is a constitutional affection with

local developments, rather than a local disease with sympa

thetic disorder of the system. \Ve have, as I believe, traced

this fact, in its early symptoms, its progressive character, its

successive attacks, and its various terminations. We have

sought to find this general character in the systemic meaning of

its symptoms, in its analogies, and by comparison of its fea‘

tures with those of other blood disorders. In the non-allied

afl'ections, so rarely seen combined with it, we have found a

support to the same view, and we have compared our facts,

and. only our observed facts, with the theories of the day. In

the negative influence of seasons of the year, of occupations,

and social causes; in the absence of proof that depressing

agents lead distinctly to this rather than to other chronic dis

eases, we have perceived a necessity to look deeper for its

originating causes. \Ve have further observed, in the action

of the best accredited remedies, such decided evidence of their

improving powers coming through a general, rather than a

local influence, that our argument has been in no slight degree

strengthened by these researches into treatment.

In the effects of climate, its disappointing results in some

cases, and its mode of improving vital actions in others,

we recognise a similar agent to those medicines which exalt

the animal nutrition. Finally, the theory most akin to modern

pathological truths has been stated, but not insisted on, for

undue or untimely conclusions on such questions, are the

readiest means of shutting the door to further knowledge, and

are apt to beget in us the indolent confidence inspired by an

accomplished task.

In conclusion, and while thanking you for your attention,

I will not apologise for having placed before you old facts and

familiar statements; for out of these well-worn materials must

arise our future improvements. No suddcn discovery is to

light up this toilsome work with a brilliant and satisfactory

theory, but an advanced pathology, helped by industrious

observers, is sure eventually to achieve for us in this depart

ment of science a far nearer approach to truth than we are as

yet able to discern even with our best powers.

Should this hospital become, as I trust it may, not only the

field for investigations into the nature of tubercle, but the

school in which its phenomena may be best studied and taught,

we may be the humble workers towards greater results than

yet appear even possible; and, finally, our successors in this

task may, in their turn, be assisted by the materials accu

mulated in so large a field of observation.
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CHAPTER I.

Wran'r revising my inquiries into the Natural History of

Man, with reference more especially to his physical structure,

my attention was naturally directed to the relation of species

'to genus or natural family, and of natural families to each

other. According to the view I had always adopted, it was

impossible for me to view man apart from the rest of the

animal creation, nor could I see in his seeming isolation from

all other races of animals anything more remarkable than the

obvious and universally admitted fact of the isolation of all

species of animals from each other.

The various methods of classification in zoology were thus

again brought before me; the method of the mere naturalist,

derived mainly, if not solely, from a consideration of the

external characters of the adult individual; the anatomical

method, which received its full development at the hands of

the illustrious Cuvier, he who first invented and discovered

true dam-iptive comparative anatomy, who applied it to the

 

living animal kingdom, and who, following up his eat dis

covery, based on the value of comparative anatomica details,

applied the method to the fossil remains of former worlds,

restored the skeletons of animals which had lon ceased to live,

and in the brief space of his short and active li e extended the

boundaries of human knowledge and of human mental vision

beyond what the united efforts of all inquirers had done since

the commencement of human history.

But Cuvier and his illustrious contemporaries, De Blainville

and Geolfroy, were too accurate thinkers to employ any method

in a science of simple observation to the exclusion of others;

accordingly we seldom find them neglecting any source of in

formation calculated to illustrate the natural history of the

animal they happened to be at the moment considering. Never

theless, this departure from their acknowledged mode of re

search did occasionally happeu, and I used to cite the dugong

as an animal whose place in the zoological scale had seemingly

been misunderstood by (Juvier, mainly from a neglect of the

very method, the anatomical, peculiarly and exclusively his

own, and to the employment of which he owed his justly

merited immortal fame.

Though much devoted from my earliest years to merely

anatomical pursuits, and, as a natural consequence, prone to

overlook the value of external characters, this habit was soon

corrected by a residence in South Africa. “ The exterior,” in

that brilliant field of natural history, was too well marked to

be overlooked. From that period I am not aware of ever

having underrated its im ortance; and the Memoirs I have

lately published in the “ oological Journal” of Mr. Newman,

(Van Voorst,) and in THE Laxcs'r, sufliciently rove the value

I attach to the external characters and to the entition in the

determination of species, in the tracing their affiliations to

natural families, their production and extinction in time and.

space.

Thus I may venture to say, that it has always seemed to me

that, as regards zoological classification, the anatomical method,

though the best basis, and forming indeed the only basis,

which in zoology cannot be dispensed with without relapsing

into the ludicrous errors of antiquity, nevertheless requires to

be associated with the method by external characters; these

being, in fact, the only ones presented by Nature to man—the

characters by which Nature has most clearly and distinctly

characterized species and genus—characters which seem quite

as unchangeable as the anatomical, fixed and durable as the

globe itself.

\Vhilst pursuing the same inquiry, and endeavouring to test

the advantages of these methods separately and combined, by

applying both methods to the zoological history of the dugong,

which I had purposely selected as one of a now-existing natural

family, and as one respecting which extremely discordant

opinions are still held by eminent zoologists and anatomists, I

accidentally met with a passage or two in the Manual of

Zoology, by M. Milne Edwards, (a work I have recently trans

lated,) which showed me that there is a class amongst modern

zoologists, rigid followers of M. Cuvier, who believe that the

anatomical method invented and applied by him to the classifi

cation of the existing fauna, and to the restoration of the

extinct, was actually elevated by him, first, to the dignity

of an exact science—almost geometrical; and, second, that he,

the great anatomist, trusted to it solely or mainly in his cele~

brated restorations of the extinct species. New I was, indeed,

aware, that in England one or two anatomical zoologists, if I

may so term them, had pinned their faith and future reputa

tion to these two errors, for such they assuredly are; but I

was not aware, until I translated the valuable work of my

distinguished friend, M. Edwards, that the doctrine had been

received unreservedly in France, without even those qualifica

tions and reservations which the sagacious and prudent Cuvier

(and no man ever excelled him in these qualities) had carefully

appended to all his views, theories, and methods.

The question or questions involved in the discussion deeply

afiect the fundamental principles of physiology, zoology, and

paleontology. By one extreme, they touch the essence or

philosophy of living things; by another, simpler and more

mechanical, they include the doctrine of final causes. In this

chapter, it is my intention to confine the consideration to the

anatomical method simply, as furnishing laws in zoology apd

aleontology—laws admittiniof d priori deductions, certain,

fixed, immutable, unalterable y time or circumstances, without

reservation or exception. Second, whether Cuvier, in claiming ,

for his deductions, based on certain anatomical co-relations,

(another term for organic harmonies,) really acted under the

belief that he had discovered co-relations of structure neces_

sarily involving each other, Bozmewhat in the relation of cause,

h
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and effect, and which, though not invariable and equal, which

the could not well be, were invariably co-relative, holding to

eac other a relation as constant as the gravitation of ponder

able bodies to the earth, of a perpendicular to its base, a right

an Is to an obtuse; as certain, in fact, as that the sum of two

and two must be four; that the radii of every circle, from its

centre to the circumference are invariably equal.

As a reliminary remark to whatever may follow in detail,

I think it right to observe in this place ~first, that the distin

guished zoologists, such as Geoffroy and De Blainville, colleagues

of M. Cuvier, and whose friendship I had the pleasure of enjoy

ing uninterruptedly from 1821 to the period of their decease,

seemed to me never to have laced any implicit confidence in

the method of M. Cuvier, viewed as a law: in fact, they did

not seem to think these anatomical co-relations to be positive

laws, on which any (i priori reasoning could be founded, but

simply as deductions, singularly beautiful, no doubt, but

derived from an infinite amount of research into the existing

fauna, into the anatomy, physiology, and zoology of the known

living animal world, and applied to unknown species and genera

as they a peared fromtimeto time, inthe living and in the extinct.

This, at cast, was my own view, and I may refer to memoirs

read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh as early as 1827, ’28,

and ’29, and subsequently published in their “Transactions,”

in proof that at no period of my own inquiries had I ever

acce ted as philoso hical laws the emirical deductions of

Cuvrer. Secondly, it was always my be ief that (luvier him

self had no faith in his deductions as lawn, and that, indeed,

he constantly appealed to the empirical method of direct

observation; that, in point of fact, the teeth predicted nothing

certain as to the stomach and limbs, and rice rcmd. To under

stand the full import of certain passages in the first volumes of

the " Ossemens Fossiles,” reference must be made to the cha

racter of the period of the author and to his position. This

being understood, the contradictions which exist in his great

work become, if not reconcileable, at least readily cxplicable.

Had I not had the good fortune to have made the personal

aclfiuaintance of Ouvier so early as 1821, I could never have

n erstood how so cautious an observer—a person so devoted

and. wrapt up in What could be proved anatomically—a person

so extremely sceptical as to transcendentalism in any form

that he could not even tolerate its discussion in his presence—

could ever have penned certain passages in the first volumes of

his works, claiming for his method of restoration the merits of

a fixed science. The whole secret was at once revealed to me

by observing his position in the Academy in France and in the

civilized world. Humboldt, Laplace, BiOt, Arago, Ampere,

Fourier, and, indeed, nearly all the illustrious mathematicians

of the age, were in that Academy, but they seemed as second

rate men compared with the immortal Cuvier. He walked as

if conscious of having revealed truths to mankind superior to

all that geometry, mathematics, science, or literature had ever

done. And this, to a certain extent, was true. His aim of

necessity became a struggle to retain and maintain that position

with the world which he had first gained in it, but, above all,

to hold his ground within that frigid, reasoning, sceptical,

calculating, geometrical, scientific Academy to which he be

longed, aud of which the great world declared him to be the

first and greatest. Now he felt instinctively that, with the

rigid mathematician, no efforts of his or of any one else could

ever actually place anatomical co-relations, organic harmonies,

final-cause theories, on a footing with the fixed sciences; but

these great men were few, and their admirers still fewer.

Paleontology, which he had discovered, on the other hand,

was a new science, brilliant and captivating, and had taken

the world by surprise. Transcendentalism and the transcen

dentalists he instinctively dreaded, and he seemed always to

take a pleasure in pointing out to me, as if aware of my bias

in. favour of ositlve anatomical research, that none of these

transcendental ists were anatomists properly so called. As a

scientific man, he very naturally had a low estimate of the

theologico-geological school of England; but, ever mutious, he

was courteous to its supporters, and made no remarks on their

views. Thus noting his position, immediately after my return

from Africa, I was not surprised at the attempt he had made

to raise the anatomical method to the dignity of a fixed science

—-a position from which I felt certain it was sure to descend

from the time of his death, whenever that might happen. I

witnessed the first attempt of the transcendentalists to intro

duce their views to the notice of the Academy, and could

easily foretell its failure so long as Cuvier licnd. To attack

Cuvier was to assail the dignity of France. At last, in 1830,

Kpup and others, formally and in Paris, objected to a doc

trine, which a careful consigderation of the anatomy of the
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ornithorynchus and echidna, of the femil saurian and ptero

dactyle—nay, the simple reflection that no necessary relation

exists between any two structures whatever—would at any

time have refuted. Structural relations are varied without

end; scarcely any structure may be said to verify another, nor

does the mind absolutel and instinctively expect or look for

any such co-relations. ith the fixed sciences it is precisely

the reverse; their laws never vary; no sane person doubts

their axioms or results. With living matter it is wholl

different, and the mind is prepared by the very mystery ofto expect nothing, to predict nothing, to calculate on nothing,

but simply to observe.

Preceding his great discovery of the essential differences be

tween the living and extinct animal worlds, Cuvier‘s genius:

and good fortune had laced in his hands grand instruments of

research, without whic there could be no demonstration of the

truth. He was already a profound descriptive anatomist,

versed in all the forms of existing animal life, and the anatomical

co-relations which these forms present. These he applied

physiologically and zoologically. The teeth of the tiger and.

of the pure carnivora coincided with certain other structures,

anatomical and physiological, and these co-relations he fancied

not only to be invariable but necessary. How he could think

so, admitting to the full their application to the pure carni

vora, is ex licable only, as I think, by what I have said in

respect of t 0 period, the position, and the man.

Beyond the natural family formed by the carnivora, there is

not a single anatomical co-relation which remains correct; or,

in other words, a. law applicable to the lim'ng and arh'nclf

zooloyiec, by which and from which may be reconstructed out q“

fragments the animal itself, deduced, d priori, from the frag

mcnf, and without any further appeal to the analomy and

natural history of the animal (ilsvlf—that is, irrcepcclil‘c of

(Iirrct o1- empirical obserrution. If the teeth of necessity give

rise to a certain form of stomach, how is it with the human

structure ?-—what co—relation exists there? How is it with the

teethed cetacea? “ Give me the teeth,” said Cuvier, “ and I

will describe the stomach, the feet, the skeleton.” Now, given

the teeth of the dolphin, porpoise, seal, bear, pig, how stand

the co-rclative structures 'Z—what has become of them '.° Given

the paddle-sha ed limbs of the fossil and extinct sauriau alone,

no anatomistt at ever lived could possibly have conjectured

the truth of a fra ent of the rest. The ossoous shoulder of

the echidna foun alone, the pelvis, with its marsupial bones,

would have defied all conjecture as to the nature of the animal,

but for the dissection of the entire specimen.

Pursuing the same train of observation as regards the strictly

herbivorous, it was easy to see that the teeth of a truly herbi
vorous animal is unfitted for the tearing of flesh or breaking ofv

bones; but nothing in anatomy warrants the assertion that the

teeth of ruminants cannot possibly coincide with any other

than a quadruple stomach and a cloven hoof, or rice verso. No

anatomical co-relations exist by which, a priori, mi ht be de

duced from the teeth the form of the human stoma51, or from

the stomach the character of the human teeth; from the teeth

and whalebone the internal structures of the cetacea, or from

these latter the character of the former. All mustbe dissected,

examined, recorded, and treasured up in the memory—nothing

omitted, seeing that there are no laws by which any struc

ture can be foretold d priori;“ they cannot be reduced to a

scientific formula.

The grand idea that the extinct zoology differed speci

fically and generically from the living, had occurred no doubt

to many others long prior to Cuvier; but no one before him

was in a position to prove it, because he alone was actually the

only true comparative, descriptive anatomist that had lived up to

that period; he alone retained the facts in his memory, orat least

had the means at hand to compare the recent zoology with the

extinct; nay, what is more, he alone knew the value of such a

comparison, and, I could prove beyond dispute, were it neces-.

sary, that at the period I s >eak of, and for a long period after

words, there Was not a zoo ogist or a paleontologist in Europe

who correctly understood the full value of, and the true rela

tions of, comparative anatomy to physiology, zoology, and

paleontology. The skeletons of animals presumed to be extinct

mammals were at last found. Now these belonged “ either to

existing animal forms, or they did not.” Thereupon Cuvier

applied his method of comparison and inference—the extinct

with the living. The result was the discovery of paleontology,

——of geology, ro erly so called—the greatest perhaps of all
discoveries. lI-lari)genius alone sufficed to have made and per

fected this discovery, it would and must have happened ong
 

' See Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. x. 1829.
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before. Palliset and Fontenelle, Leibnitz and Pallas, Camper and

Hunter, Linue and Bufi'on, had all suspected the existence of

a former organic world distinct from the present. Iflaws of

organic harmonies sufiicient to solve these difficult questions

a priori could have been discovered by genius alone, most

assuredly they would have been so; but, properly speaking,

no such laws exist. The deductions are the result of direct

comparison with other similar objects—in fact, of immediate

observation. They are strictly empirical observations, and not

scientific laws.

Amongst the earliest of Cuvier’s discoveries was that of the

fossil crocodiles. Could he have foretold from them, or from

all his immense researches, the existence of the monstrous

forms of the extinct sanrians? By what laws, what ana

tomical co-relations could he have foretold the existence of the

terodactyle? the dinotherium‘? the sivatherium? the wholly

inexplicable fossil of Southern Africa. Let us suppose that at

first, and for some time, the lower jaw only of the maple

thorium had been discovered, how far would the restoration

have gone in the absence of the other structures? By what law

could he have foretold the nature of the canine and incisives

in both jaws had the fragment first seen contained only the

molars? And had the head only been discovered, what are the

laws by which he was to have foretold the form of the feet on

his favourite principle of “ a bone being given, all other struc

tures may be restored '2" Will any anatomist in the world

pretend to say what must have been the form of the stomach

of the anoplotherium; or of the intestines? The head of the

saurians being given, could any one have predicted the form of

the limbs? or the limbs alone having been recovered, where

are the laws by which the structure of the head, and the

nature of the animal, could have been told a priori? And

having, after much labour and consideration, arrived at the

conclusion that the anoplotherinm must have been a pachy

derm, or at least related to them, a follower of the great

anatomist gives some reasons, drawn from that science which

Cuvier rejected—the transcendental—for placing the anoplo

therium in another class, and receives it in fact as an over

grown, non-developed baby—ruminant.*

Such have been some of the singular and, indeed, ludicrous

results of mistaking for a fixed science a science of observation

—a science which can, in my opinion, only become so when,

by the application of the same instrument of research, the ana

tomical, the laws regulating the transformations and. develop

ment of the embryo shall have been fully traced. This prin

=ciple l endeavoured, some time ago, to carry to a practical

result by a. plying one of its laws to the transformations of the

forms visib e and recognisable in the young of the salmonidse,

a natural family to which I had given a good deal of atten

tion.+ In the very young of any of the s ecies, I showed that

it was easy to recognise nearly all the nown species, or at

least all the sub-families, of the family; and as the individual

grew, by retaining certain of the existing specific characters,

and suffering others to ecape or disappear, it assumed it ulti

mate specific character. The same remarks applied to the

dentition 0f the family. But such laws require to be employed

with great caution and extreme reserve to the higher forms of

organised animals, and, for a time at least, to be reserved only

for the more obvious and nearly-related of afiiliations,—that

is, amongst the species of a single natural family. Thus, the

young eland of South Africa shows at first the colour and

stripes of another species of antelope, and it is only when

grown up that it assumes its true specific colouring or robe;

the colt of the domestic horse resembles much more, in shape,

colour, and mode of progression, certain species of the wild

horse peculiar to Southern Africa, or perhaps to the great

Ste pes of Asia, than it does its own parents; and thus I
endpeavoured to show that gmeric forms precede specific, per

haps in all animals; that these generic forms imply a generic

ropagation as well as a specific; and that in those generic

orms it seems reasonable to look for not merely all the present

cific forms of the natural family, but the eat or fossil

and the future. Nevertheless, and notwithstandui tho elas

ticity of so hioh a generalisation, I felt reluctant or the pre

sent to go further, and to extend the applications to animals

of different families,- aud thus was scarcely prepared for the

rapid extension of the principle to animals of different natural

famflies_ The ano lotherium, after the maturest deliberation,

was arranged by its discoverer—the anatomist who created

paleontology and geology, and introduced into zoology the

only basis on whichit could splidly rest—amongstihgppachy

J I ; (zircn'lon the Rimingnlts. h t d
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dermata, or at least closely allied to them. For many reasons,

zoologists will naturally feel averse to its removal therefrom.

True, rudimentary incisor teeth have been shown to exist in

the 11 per jaws of ruminants. There is nothing extraordinary

in this: rudimentary teeth were proved to exist in both jaws

of the whalebone whale—the mysticetus, by Geolfroy and.

myself, more than thirty years ago, but he did not think it

necessary therefore to remove the whalebone whale from his

position amongst the toothless cetacea, nor to make of it

a huge, undeveloped, embryo dolphin. The class ruminants

may have rudimentary incisive teeth, and yet be no nearer

the anoplotherium or the pachyderms than they were be

fore, at least for any practical purposes of classification. All

such speculations belong to philoso hy or science, and not

to natural history, properly so calle , which has to do only

with the adult and with species as they appear to man,

and not as seen through the magnifying, and it may be

distorting, glasses of transcendentalists, high or low. But

a few years ago the English transcendentalists proclaimed

themselves to be low transcendentalists, and maintained Chen.

and his followers to be decidedly insane—a remark I heard.

from an illustrious French savan in Paris so long ago as 1822.

That the same opinion of the ingenious and gifted German

prevailed in England until a very few years ago is a fact beyond.

all dispute. Since then—that is, since the translation of Oken’s

work—the doctrines of this worthy and simple-minded enthu

siast have been all the rage in En land, taken up can furore

on this side the channel so soon as ey had been laid down on

the other. The movement reminds me of the restoration mania

in the hands of some of the theologico-geologists of England.

How they guessed at the fossils!—at the troops of hyenas,

(Which never live in troops,) that scoured the fields of ancient

Britain, dragging to their caverns everythinlgi they could col

lect, from the mouse to the rhinoceros! ow these same

persons mistook water-worn bones for bones gnawed by these

same hyenas—autediluvian, of course, and wholly unlike the

de nerate postdiluvians, which lead a solitary life, and never

col ect victuals in caverns ! How the dinothei-ium lived—howhe

was made. What were the external forms ofthe saurians? What

were the external characters, and what the habits of the

dinotherium? All sym toms of highly fanciful imaginations,

which disdaining the slow steps of a science they do not

rightly comprehend, aim at dictating to Nature, substituting

for the facts which our limited senses enable us from time to

time to collect—a moral and a physical system, as restricted

and as weak as human reason is proverbially admitted to be."r

 

ON THE

TREATMENT OF OVARIAN DROPSY BY

IODINE INJECTION.

BY 0. EDWARDS. A.B., M.D., F.R.C.S.,

Cheltenham.

Miss M. D-——, aged twenty-nine, sufl'ering from ovarian

dropsy, consulted me on the 9th of June last, stating, in the

history of her case, that her last catamenia occurred in April,

1855; that they had gradually declined for the eight months

previous to their cessation, prior to which eight months they

were always profuse, though regular as to tune, and that her

abdomen begun to swell in May, 1855, which swelling went on

rapidly to the present date.

Present state, Jone 901, lS56.-—The measurement around the

abdomen at the umbilicus is forty-four inches. She is pallid,

anaemic, emaciated; the wasting, she states, has been exces

sive. I had the pleasure of a consultation with Mr. I. B,

Brown, obstetric surgeon to St. Mary’s Hospital, who, after a

most careful examination, considered the cyst multilocular;

that if her case were left to itself she could scarcely be expected

to live longer than twelve months; that it was one of the

worst forms for treatment, but that iodine injection might be

tried, six ounces of the Ph. Ed., simply through the conula by a

glass syringe, her wasted condition having been previously as

much as possible repaired by iron, (to. &c. This opinion was

kindly and candidly given to her sister, and reservedly to her_

self, and shortly after her return to Chcltenhzini, by the advice

of her friends, she consented to the operation. _ . _

After this consultation, having felt certain misgivmgs as to

either being, able to safely lodge the iodine in the emptied

cavity by the simple syringe and caniila, or by such means to

sufficiently wash its distant anfractuosities, I resolved on taking

' See Great Artists and Grout Annfomisti. London: Van Young,

i;


